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ObjectiveObjective

1.1. Critically look at Africa region of ETSAPCritically look at Africa region of ETSAP--TIAMTIAM

2.2. Split Africa into South Africa and rest of AfricaSplit Africa into South Africa and rest of Africa

ConstraintsConstraints

�� No recent Africa study at ERCNo recent Africa study at ERC

�� A detailed SA A detailed SA MarkalMarkal modelmodel

�� A recent study on fossil fuels in SADC regionA recent study on fossil fuels in SADC region
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Some Africa and SA indicatorsSome Africa and SA indicators

22.4%131586TPES (Mtoe)

7.6%1511,997GDP (b 2000$)

4.4%1,22028,000Area (000 km2)

5.2%45872Population (million)

fraction 
(SA)SAAfrica2004 indicators
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The method:The method:

�� Look at some of the basic assumptionsLook at some of the basic assumptions

�� Do a sector by sector comparison of both Do a sector by sector comparison of both 

modelsmodels

�� Look for potentially problematic areasLook for potentially problematic areas

(Method only useful for sectors where SA is (Method only useful for sectors where SA is 

important)important)

Drivers: PopulationDrivers: Population
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Drivers: GDPDrivers: GDP
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TIAMTIAM--Africa structureAfrica structure

�� TIAM structure very detailed (except TIAM structure very detailed (except 

agriculture)agriculture)

�� Residential split for some services: urbanResidential split for some services: urban--

rural. SA model also has a lowrural. SA model also has a low--high high 

income split and electrified income split and electrified ––

nonelectrifiednonelectrified split.split.
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Demand: ResidentialDemand: Residential

Relative fuel use in the residential sector normalised to electricity use

42.542.5201201

85858585Total amount of energy Total amount of energy 

used (PJ)used (PJ)

2.442.44124124

325325Absolute amount of Absolute amount of 

electricity used electricity used 

(PJ)(PJ)

1.041.040.030.030.370.37Natural GasNatural Gas

3.383.380.170.170.690.69KeroseneKerosene

0.020.020.020.020.930.93LPGLPG

1.001.001.001.001.001.00ElectricityElectricity

11.9811.980.310.3123.2523.25BiomassBiomass

0.000.000.090.090.150.15CoalCoal

SA (rural low SA (rural low 

income only)income only)

SA (all of SA (all of 

residential)residential)

Africa (all of Africa (all of 

residential)residential)

Demand: CommercialDemand: Commercial

100100

312312Total amount of energy used Total amount of energy used 

(PJ)(PJ)

6464150150
Absolute amount of electricity Absolute amount of electricity 

used (PJ)used (PJ)

0000SolarSolar

0000GeothermalGeothermal

0000HeatHeat

000.180.18DieselDiesel

0.050.0500HeavyHeavy

0.020.020.020.02Natural GasNatural Gas

000.010.01KeroseneKerosene

0.200.2000LPGLPG

1.001.001.001.00ElectricityElectricity

000.630.63BiomassBiomass

0.320.320.200.20CoalCoal

SASATIAM AfricaTIAM Africa

Relative fuel use in the commercial sector normalised to electricity use
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Demand: IndustrialDemand: Industrial

1205120536413641
Total amount of energy used Total amount of energy used 

(PJ)(PJ)

412412
650650

Absolute amount of Absolute amount of 

electricity used (PJ)electricity used (PJ)

0.060.060.190.19GasGas

0.050.050.550.55Diesel/Diesel/biodieselbiodiesel

0.130.130.510.51HeavyHeavy

0.000.000.000.00KeroseneKerosene

0.000.000.080.08LPGLPG

1.001.001.001.00ElectricityElectricity

0.210.212.212.21BiomassBiomass

1.491.490.950.95CoalCoal

SASATIAM AFRICATIAM AFRICA

Relative fuel use in the industrial sector normalised to electricity use

Demand: TransportDemand: Transport

64264227002700Total Total 

20.7220.722323ElectricityElectricity

274274HFOHFO

195.35195.35900900Diesel/BioDiesel/Bio--dieseldiesel

76.3376.33310310Jet FuelJet Fuel

0.880.883131Aviation  GasAviation  Gas

348.75348.7511501150GasolineGasoline

0.000.008.398.39LPGLPG

SA (PJ)SA (PJ)TIAM AFRICA (PJ)TIAM AFRICA (PJ)
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Power SectorPower Sector

37.637.691.791.7TotalTotal

0.10.11.11.1BiomassBiomass

0.00.00.10.1WindWind

2.32.319.119.1Hydro and pumped storageHydro and pumped storage

1.81.81.81.8NuclearNuclear

32.832.837.337.3CoalCoal

0.60.632.432.4Gas turbinesGas turbines

(GW)(GW)

SA modelSA modelTIAMTIAM

ResourcesResources

186.44%186.44%284284152152UraniumUranium

0.4%0.4%76761958819588BiomassBiomass

6.3%6.3%8198191294812948CrudeCrude

30.2%30.2%2484248482368236CoalCoal

SA as % of SA as % of 

AfricaAfricaSA model (PJ)SA model (PJ)TIAM Africa (PJ)TIAM Africa (PJ)
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In SummaryIn Summary

�� Preliminary view:Preliminary view:

�� Structure and data seems okStructure and data seems ok

�� Splitting away SA will improveSplitting away SA will improve

�� Power sectorPower sector

�� Industry and commercial sectorIndustry and commercial sector

Way forwardWay forward

�� Demand and driversDemand and drivers

�� ReservesReserves

�� Split region into SA and rest of AfricaSplit region into SA and rest of Africa

�� Assess impactAssess impact

�� Look into other potential splitsLook into other potential splits

�� Source some extra funding to continue workSource some extra funding to continue work


